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Introduction

Background:

• Around the world, people are living longer

• Increasing age and longevity → higher risk of chronic diseases and disability 

• Growing need for LTC in developed and developing countries 

• Want to predict the chance of individuals becoming disabled and needing LTC

We propose a new model that combines a neural network with a generalized linear model 
(GLM) to estimate and predict age-specific health transition intensities

• Includes age effects, time trends, socioeconomic and lifestyle factors

• Detects and incorporates linear and nonlinear relationships among variables

• Uses transfer learning to link the different health transition processes

• Wide range of possible applications
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Multi-State Health Transition Model

• A three-state time-inhomogeneous Markov process

• GLM framework (Fong et al., 2015, Hanewald et al., 2019)
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Shortcomings of previous research:

1. Only incorporate age & time

2. Need to compare different models to find 

relationships between variables

3. Model transitions separately

Our proposed model:

1. Incorporate socio-economic and lifestyle factors

2. Combine neural network with actuarial ideas

3. Use transfer learning to link the transitions



Our proposed model

Wide & deep architecture 

(Cheng et al. 2016)

• Wide component: a 

direct relationship 

between the input 

variables

• Deep component: 

indicate complex and 

potential links

Transfer learning: Linking 

transition processes
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Model comparison
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Data: Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey (CLHLS)



Conclusion

We propose new model that combines a 

neural network with a GLM to estimate 

health transition intensities

• Combined model outperforms standalone 

GLM and neural networks

• Identifies and incorporates socio-economic 

and lifestyle factors

• Incorporates expert opinion 

• Links health transitions via transfer learning

✓Combination of traditional actuarial ideas and 

neural networks provides better-performing 

health transition models

Model has broad applications:

• Other health datasets and different health-

related applications

➢Risk classification

• Microsimulation health models

➢FEM (Future Elderly Model)

• Mortality modeling using individual-level data

➢Transfer learning

• Determine the causality socioeconomic 

variables and health transition
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Thank you!

Contact: 

Qiqi Wang: wangqiqi_ruc@outlook.com

Katja Hanewald: k.hanewald@unsw.edu.au
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